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Welcome
Welcome to the latest edition of OVR. As you read this edition the entire OVR team (sic!) has just
returned from the Belgium-Austria International Rally that was followed by a pilgrimage to the
grave of William Clarke (see OVR 63). As a consequence of the time constraints this edition may
not be up to the standard you have come to expect, though the content contributions received
may make up for it
Photo’s on the front cover are typical of scenes at the 2019 VOC International Rally, this time at
the Gala Dinner in Wagrain that marked the end of the VOC event. Hard work, but someone
needed to do it! Actually congratulations to all involved in the planning and execution of the
entire rally – super job!
If you have received this copy of OVR indirectly from another reader you can easily have your
very own future editions delivered directly to your personal email inbox; simply click on this link
to register for your free subscription.
Remember, to access
https://goo.gl/jZkiFb

the

complete

OVR

archive

from

any

device,

simply

go

to

Melbourne, Australia.
Email: ozvinreview@gmail.com

Letters to the Editor
Hello Martyn: long story short, as they say.
Here’s my time-tested answer to tank holding bolt problems. The shoulder is 11/16” and so is
the rest of it. The rest of it comprises a tapping diameter pilot, and an extra 1/8” of thread.
Start off with a length of Hex 0.520 AF rod in the lathe .
The pilot makes it easy on you to centre the bolt without the risk of cross-threading, and the
extra thread is intended to make sure that the bolt reaches the threads in the UFM least likely to
have been damaged by cross-threading.

Simple, really, and it works, always useful.
Keep up the great work with OVR! Regards, Tom Gaynor, UK
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Hi Martyn,
Following on from OVR 64, here is an item written by Gordon Jennings that takes
a much different approach to spark plugs. OVR readers may find it interesting,
Regards, Jack Severson. (ed: item follows)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

OVR Event Schedule,
Date
2019
July 7
August 11
August 17-19
August 25
Aug 21-29

Details

updated 28 June 2019
More Info?

2019
RSVP by July 1
VRV Mid-Winter Romp. Meet @ Caltex Servo 377 Plenty Rd
unionjackmotorcycles@gmail.com
Mill Park @ 9:30am
VRV General Meeting .
VRV run to Wimmera Silo Art plus General Meeting,
sec.vrv@gmail.com
Federation Picnic at Marwong, Victoria. Significant VRV neil.athorn@bendigobank.com
participation anticipated!
.au
2019 Vincent Owners Club North Queensland Atherton
mdbarr48@bigpond.com
Tableland Tour

Date

Details

BULLI ANTIOUE MOTORCYCLE WEEKEND, Bulli Showgrounds,
Grevillea Park Road Bulli NSW
Aug 31 – Sept All-Historic Racing at Wakefield Park, Goulburn, NSW – see
1
OVR last page
Sept 8
VRV Annual General meeting & elections
Sept 22
VRV post-AGM Committee Meeting
Sept 29
Bay to Birdwood Rally, South Australia
Oct 4 - 6
VRV & Iron Indian Grampians Rally hubbed at Dunkeld.
more info on VRV Web Site
Oct 6
HTPAA Antique & Collectable Tool Market, St Anthony’s
School Hall, 164-168 Neerim Rd, Caulfield East, 9am start till
12.30pm
Oct 11
VRV General Meeting, meeting at 7 pm followed by dinner,.
Oct 19
VRV Bit on the Side Run, for outfits but singles also welcome
Oct 22
VRV First Anniversary Event
Nov 10
VRV Day ride plus General and Committee meeting;
Nov 16-17
Bendigo Swap Meet, Bendigo showgrounds, gates open from
6 am!
Nov 22, 23 24 VRV Annual Vincent Riders Dinner
Dec 8
VRV Xmas Function plus General and Committee meeting;
2020
2020
Jan 12
VRV General Meeting and Ride.
Feb 3 - 18
2020 International Jampot (AJS & Matchless) Rally in New
Zealand
Feb 9
VRV General Meeting and Ride.
March 13
VRV General Meeting, meeting at 7 pm followed by dinner.
March 10-19 Tassie Tour 2020, held in association with the British
Motorcycle Club of Tasmania.
March 28Australian Historic Motoring Federation 2020 National
April 4
Motoring Tour, Albury NSW & Wodonga Vic.
April 12
VRV General Meeting and Ride.
May 9
VRV General Meeting – one day early to avoid Mothers Day
clash!
June 14
VRV General Meeting and Ride.
July 10
VRV General Meeting, meeting at 7 pm followed by dinner,.
Aug 9
VRV General Meeting and Ride.
Sept 13
VRV Annual General Meeting;
Sept 21-25
Australian National VIncent Rally, McLaren Vale, South
Australia.! Timed to align with the Bay to Birdwood event for
vehicles built up to 1960 which will be held on the following
Sunday 27 Sept.
Sept 27
Bay to Birdwood Rally, South Australia
Oct 9
VRV General Meeting, meeting at 7 pm followed by dinner,
Nov 8
VRV General Meeting and Ride.
Nov 20, 21, 22
VRV Annual Vincent Riders Dinner
Nov 28 2020 – Exhibition: Motorcycles: Desire ~ Art ~ Design. The exhibition will
be at the Queensland Art Gallery|Gallery of Modern Art
April 2021

More Info?

Aug 24-25

sec.vrv@gmail.com
sec.vrv@gmail.com

brianh1967@yahoo.com
sec.vrv@gmail.com
sec.vrv@gmail.com

brianh1967@yahoo.com
sec.vrv@gmail.com

matchlessnz@icloud.com

www.tassietour.info
www.ahmf.org.au

sec.vrv@gmail.com
lesbeyer@internode.on.net

http://baytobirdwood.com.au/

(QAGOMA) in Brisbane, Australia

Dec 13

VRV Xmas Function plus General and Committee meeting
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Sec.vrv@gmail.com

My Racing Years

(conclusion):
As told by Ted Davis in Motorcycle Sport, 1975

Nineteen fifty started with a third behind Duke and Daniell at Silverstone and continued with a
modicum of success around the circuits. I built my first 500 ( a sort of working man's Grey
Flash) and finished up selling/swopping my twin and single to Jack Surtees for a 596 Norton
and chair and much needed cash, the twin for Jack and John, the 500 for John — his first 500
racer.
We all had a great day at the first Brands try-put. I won a sidecar heat, John won a solo heat on
the 500 Vincent, with Dad Surtees and John as ballast (998 Lightning) blasting off the
opposition in the sidecar final; did you ever see Mum Surtees and family turn up at meetings
with a Rapide and chair? Mum, starting and handling it with the best, with John (a Vincent
apprentice), eventually to become world champion.
If you haven't ridden a 596 long-stroke single knocker Norton on dope you have never
'experienced real vibration. It was so bad that any attempt to exceed 5,300 r.p.m. resulted in
bat-like objects floating away from the motor
(believe it or not, they were fins from the
aluminium head and barrel). Blurred vision,
loss of hair and partial paralysis were routine
personal hazards; as for the tanks and frame,
splits and fractures, they were dealt with
between races. Even one side of their
handlebar fractured clean through when flat
out on the long straight at Croft. I still got
home between Cyril Smith and Bill Boddice.
The things you do to finance another go next
week (no; Norton's would not support me,
either).
Writing about vibration reminds me of a story
of Phil Irving' He said: "Ted Davis complained
about the vibration on a certain vertical twin
travelling up the A 1 from Stevenage in the late 1940s. When asked why was he riding one
anyway, he replied, 'He wasn't — he was riding alongside it on a Series B Meteor'."
I remember Phil Vincent asking me what I thought of the black engine for the Shadow and my
replying "waste of time and money", which probably explains why I never got official works
support. He had a knack of getting in first and right most of the time.
Nineteen fifty was the Vincent road-tester's delight, with Black Lightnings on dope and Grey
Flashes coming off the line most weeks, all needing extended road-tests.
What a difference from today, with the 50 m.p.h. limit; production Black Shadows were checked
at 75 m.p.h. in bottom gear; 120 m.p.h. was an everyday event with the old blurp to 140+ up the
old A 1. Most of the dope Lightnings subsequently collected most individual country, plus world,
records, i.e., USA — Rollie Free, 10 miles at 150 m.p.h. World solo and sidecar —Burns 184
m.p.h. solo and 176 m.p.h. sidecar, etc. And you could buy a Black Lightning for £500 —the
fastest and cheapest standard motorcycle in the world.

I remember trying to beat the late Henry Pinnington's tour from Stevenage to Nottingham (1
hour, 18 minutes — 109 miles point to point),
and failing by nearly 10 minutes, and
continuing to Glasgow.
Elapsed time — 5
hours, 38 minutes; yes, in those days we lived
in Black Shadow country.
Roll on 1953, the year of the Firefly moped. ...
The period 1950-51 was the Grey Flash era and
yours truly, having run out of fins and welding
rods, had disposed of the trusty 596 singlelunger Manx for that ever topical subject —
money (food was essential!) and resorted to
riding anything that any kind soul would-lend
me, from a 350 c.c. plunger Gold Star to
scrounging a lash-up Lightning and a semiWorks Grey Flash.
Highlights were being passed by three
Porcupines (all at once), at Silverstone; biting the dust on the same bend as George Brown at
Epynt and, while trying to sqpeeze another mile per hour out of the Flash, using 2.75 in. ribbed
tyres front and rear at Boreham; it started to rain halfway through the race — you could have
balanced an egg on my tank round every bend!
As I am writing what was almost the obituary of my solo racing career, I will devote this memory
to the Grey Flash, surely one of the safest and best handling racing motorcycles ever built.
Brake horse power was never a strong point, 35 at 6,200 r.p.m. Still, 116 m.p.h. and 40 m.p.g.
in the Island with K. Bills aboard wasn't exactly hanging about in 1950! Ken's fastest lap was
the fastest by a push-rod single. Ken is an optician. He was to prove invaluable in the.
Montlhery record attempt a couple of years
later, with his advice on night riding; but
that's another memory.
Basically the Flash was a C Comet Vincent
which appeared with standard and big port
heads, carburettors upped from 1 and
5/32” to l and 5/8”; Albion and Burman
boxes; exhaust systems from l and 5/8” to
2 in; scalloped fork legs, i.e., grooves up the
inside (I recommend this for all uses — I
used them for racing a chair); BTH and
Lucas racing mags, etc.
My most enjoyable rides were race-long
duels at Thruxton with John Surtees and at Aberdare with Phil Heath — both similarly
mounted. What with Johnny Hodgkin, "King of Cadwell", on yet another Flash, the 499 Vincent
had arrived.
I had a fabulous gallop on Bob Stafford's TT Replica in 1973; but had to ride a 350 rigid Manx in
1974 at Vintage Mallory. Perhaps "had to" is a little unfair, I should say I had the privilege of
riding this 100 m.p.h. plus flyer, still nudging 7,000 after nearly 40 years.

The 1951 season confirmed my early suspicions that I didn't need a hat to get ahead — I needed
a third wheel. Watsonians supplied it and I built my last bedroom special. What better way to
spend the winter: work at Stevenage all day and build the Black Lightning to end all Lightnings
at night? This one was destined to win 40 races without my lifting the heads.
My individual lack of real success with the single is in no way a reflection on the bikes — the
performances of Surtees and Hodgkin were terrific. I like to think that my current hobby has
been directly responsible for over a dozen Vincents rising from the proverbial basket lot. Five
appeared earlier at the Stevenage Rally and some more were at Donington. It could well be that
in the Vincent world 1975 is the year of the revival of the Comet with twins becoming scarcer
daily.
Shadow and a Firefly both did 137 m.p.g. at a steady 30 m.p.h. (the 1983 speed limit?); a Comet
could do 80 m.p.g. at a. steady 60 m.p.h. on two-star petrol.
The winter's toil was rewarded with the Glover Trophy and £90 at the opening Silverstone
meeting, our first real go at sidecar racing; the motor was fabulous, but what a handful, the next
two years were to be a sort of high-speed Charles Atlas muscle-building course! Strange, all
this muscle work was completely unnecessary, but it was well into the 1954 season before I
found this out.
Success followed success, with wins and places at all the major circuits. For once the Harris,
Boddice, Smith and Beeton Norton brigade were forced to vacate their regular 1-2-3 roles.
In all this a Montlhery, France, record attempt by Vincents was slowly being born, my part being
to prepare Shadows and Lightnings, while the late Goeff Manning went over to Montlhery during
April to get things organised. Unfortunately he only organised himself into a hospital bed, having
clobbered some Frenchman with his Rapide en route. All the bikes were built with the Vincent
caged rolled big-end assemblies and run in for 1,000 miles. The only other significant departures
from standard were a larger fuel tank, one rear brake, lower mounted headlamp and handlebars
and the removal of rear mudguard flap, rear stand and mag cowl.
At the last minute Phil Vincent decided to replace the racing big-end assemblies with the
standard crowded roller ( a move I did not agree with), as we were supposed to be demonstrating
the reliability of the stock Black Shadow. The standard big-end assembly, while excellent for
normal road usage, objected to continuous high r.p.m., particularly when lubricated with dirty
hot black water, which is what Castrol XL looked like after a couple of hours at a continuous
100 m.p.h. plus.
The day for departure eventually came, with yours truly driving a van load of Lightings,
accompanied by a lorry load of Shadows, driven by a chap called Dave. The trip was uneventful,
apart from Dave's call on an ex-girlfriend from the last war. After she came to the door with half
a dozen offspring, we beat if for Montlhery. Our workshop was set up under the track banking
and the team began to arrive. The team consisted of Phil Heath, John Surtees, Robin Sherry
(works AMC), Ted Davis, Cyril Julian (TT rider), Vic Willoughby (The Motor Cycle) the late Dennis
Lashmar (killed in the German Grand Prix), the French contingent, and Danny Thomas (Vincent
tester and sand racer): Ken Bills was team manager and Paul Richardson was interpreter.
An exploratory daylight run was followed by a spot of night lappery to sort out the bikes and
riders who couldn't follow the yellow line. The only one to fail was Danny Thomas, and he was
then taken out of the team. The vast concrete basin with enormous high and wide banking was
murderously bumpy, flattening the suspension, tyres and our faces on the tank top, several
times per lap. I should mention at this point that only a grim determination not to miss the
attempt stopped me from dropping out altogether, as I had what seemed to be a slipped disc

prior to our departure for France. However, one lap of that circuit and I was completely cured! At
least for 23 years.

The record-breaking group at Montlhery track. From left: Timekeeper, John Surtees, Robin Sherry,
Danny Thomas, H. Reynolds, K. Mainwaring, Ted Davis, Johnny Hodgkin, Ken Bills, Dennis
Lashman, Phil Vincent, "a Frenchman" - what else with that beret? - Vic Willoughby, Paul
Richardson, Cyril Julian.
The Shadows were scuffing their pistons and a few of the riders were having trouble; either they
couldn't lap quickly enough, couldn't keep to the yellow line at night or were going too quickly —
remember that we were going for 24 hours at 100 m.p.h. on the Shadows. Poor Vic Willoughby
was ticked off for repeatedly going too quick and young John Surtees (then 17) did his first
standing lap in the dark at about 30 m.p.h. quicker than he should have done (or anyone else
had done or ever did), all before Ken Bills could tell him that he needed a few laps before going
fast at night.
The Lightnings were to concentrate on the short-duration records and were ridden by John
Surtees, L. Levre and yours truly. Lapping at
around 130 m.p.h. plus, with seven-gallon
tanks, the tyre loading on the banking was
up to four tons, with tyre temperature
running dangerously high. It looked, in fact,
as though tyre troubles would be the thing
most likely to stop us, unless Avons could
come up with something before the big day.
The long-awaited day arrived and soon we
collected the first of the eight world records
we were to eventually come home with — not
quite what we hoped for, but better than
none at all.

Slowly, slowly was the watchword. It was all too easy to wring the bike's neck and cram 120
miles in an hour, but the plan was to go just fast enough to allow for fuel/rider/tyre chain
changes and still average about 100 m.p.h. I had had a couple of spells (we were doing one hour
apiece) when, at just over 10 hours, an eerie silence fell over the huge basin. Paul Richardson
looked at me and all I said was "Sounds like our old friend" (Stevenage slang for big-end). Hadn't
the same thing happened to me at Brough and bingo — our "old friend"! I never used one for
racing after that and never had another failure, staying with the Vincent ¼” x ¼” caged roller
racing big end assembly.
I found the bike over on the far side of the track and pushed her round to the finish. We waited
about 20 minutes then pushed her over the line to collect the 11-hour record, which was the
record that was to stand longest — after all, who would deliberately go for such a record (I
believe Moto-Guzzi took it eventually).
Of course that other classic machine whose name also begins with a V well and truly cracked the
24-hour record some years later at Montlhery. (I turned up on one of those at last year's (1974)
Rally at Donington; felt a bit of a black sheep, but I'm sure they must be related somewhere. At
least I always keep one in my stable).
The Lightning attempts were much as predicted and had to be abandoned due to rear-tyre
failure. Imagine running without mudguards when the 2ft-long strips of tread came off at
around 140 m.p.h. and whacked you on the back before departing skywards, leaving a nice
virgin section of canvas and the whole damn bike feeling as though it had square wheels! Quite a
few quick laps were successfully completed using what would be known as slicks in these days
of greater enlightenment. Tyre temperatures were then lower, but we had to complete at least
two hours to collect any records and the rubber would have worn away in less than half that
distance.
So we were now a lot wiser in the business of record breaking and before we came home we
meant to learn a little about night life in Paris —the team's treat. With Pop Surtees' words
ringing in my ear ("Look after the lad, Ted"), I opted to put young John on the inside seat while I
took pole position at the Folies Bergere: soon we were being approached by a sumptuous
Parisienne wearing only a G string. I was only able to spare a quick parental look at John, which
was all I needed as the lad was fast asleep; yes, fast asleep! How's that for a dedicated racer?
The rest of 1952 was devoted to putting the name Vincent at the top in sidecar racing. A first
season on the outfit produced 20 wins, showing definite promise. It was going to be a really good
year for Vincent in 1953.
Ninety fifty three — a year of disastrous and
distasteful diversion. After all, weren't we
enticed down to Stevenage to build the
"World's Fastest"? and what was it that
darkened our horizons?
The Vincent
Firefly — one, yes one, b.h.p. at 4,200
r.p.m.! The wretched little thing clipped
under the pedal crank, with friction drive to
the rear tyre (efficient only in the dry).
Performance was just sufficient to overtake
a human-powered push-bike (not a club
cyclist). It fell to the lot of yours truly to
share the durability and rig testing and
proving of this glimpse into the future.

One rather amusing trick of the Firefly was to discharge the rollers from the big-end out of the
exhaust pipe; this would occur when adopting a Rollie Free prone riding position complete with
bathing shorts while riding downwind and downhill.
Being a Miller design, the electrics could be expected to be pretty unreliable, and they were. One
rather funny story I heard was of the Firefly owner who wrote in asking if we could recommend a
suitable sidecar, then silencing our laughter by turning up at Stevenage with one attached,
(albeit a child's version).
The mass distribution of the NSU Quickly by Vincents killed off the Firefly (thank goodness!),
although the other two NSU products, 98 c.c.
and 125 c.c. Foxes, undid all the Quickly's good
work, the 98 c.c. four-stroke being notorious for
its gutlessness and the 125 c.c. two-stroke for
its readiness to seize at the drop of a hat. With a
new ex-refrigerator sales force installed, it was a
toss-up whether they gave a free Firefly with
every Quickly, forced one Firefly on to the
dealers with every six Quicklys, tossed in a Fox,
or dumped the whole damn lot back into
Germany or the Channel.
By the end of 1954 this nightmare to both motorcylists at Vincents and, I'm sure, the financial
backers, was just a memory. NSU set up their UK sales for the Quickly, the Foxes disappeared
and Vincents continued, poorer and somewhat disillusioned with the business of making
motorcycles, while yours truly had become established as a serious threat for top honours in the
sidecar class on every circuit in the UK.
Following the successful 1952 season, a short top fork link, 16in alloy wheels and sprung rear
wheels were introduced for 1953. (1925's set up was 20in. front wheel, 19in. rear and rigid; yes,
rigid rear end) Handling of the new set-up was inferior to the 1952 arrangement; I didn't think
this was possible. However, huge biceps and the experience of the previous season, plus a
magnificent engine, carried us through the year, and I won the sidecar class at Brough, Brands,
Oulton, Boreham, Thruxton, Ringwood, Silverstone.
Backed by Esso, and advertising "We use Avon tyres, Birbour suits, XYZ bearings," I found that
racing began to pay and equally rapidly the pleasure began to disappear. Now we were expected
to win and when, for some reason or another, we didn't, gloom and despondency took over.
Altogether 1953 could be described as a mixed bag, but one I thoroughly enjoyed in spite of the
'Flys and Foxes. How easy it is to be critical in hindsight and how ironical that such excursions
into the commuter's market would be necessary in the '70s.
NINETEEN-FIFTY-FOUR saw a second out-fit added to the strength—a G45 Matchless with
sprung-wheel Canterbury chair : the return of the Sidecar TT to the Island being the main
reason for this disastrous choice of iron-mongery. It may have been reasonable solo—but with a
chair ! The narrow torque band, four-speed box and joint weight of Ted Davis and E. G. Allen
killed it stone dead. We only needed to open our mouths to have it come off the meggas !
However this dark cloud didn't appear on the scene until June; and weren't there some pickings
to be had on the old stamping grounds !
The usual early-season wins came along, but then there was Crystal Palace and world champion
Cyril Smith (Norton/Watsonian); a heat win each, and the battle was on with a vengeance in the

final, when the sprung-wheel Canterbury, having its first airing on the big Vincent, coming into
head-on contact with a large tree (which had grown on the circuit since the first lap) at about 90plus.

The next quarter-hour or so (it seemed) was spent flying gracefully along towards the
grandstand. We should have been black-flagged as we didn't have our outfit with us.
The pain didn't start until we returned to terra firma some 30 yards past the tree. Count-down
showed tree still in good shape and me with just the odd broken arm, etc, plus a totally restyled
Canterbury sidecar (and with all three Canterbury directors, the Jacob brothers, sitting in the
grandstand).
The Vincent rebuild was easy; the scrap bins were always full. How about the TT only a month
away ? A domesticated "Doc" should fix the required medical. The Jacob brothers went to work
on the chair and I hightailed it to Jock West and Jack Williams at Plumstead to collect my G45
which was pranged in front of me by a tester, on my arrival. Not a good omen; still Jack and
Jock assured me all would be well and said that the extra horses I would have should see off the
Nortons (they must have been New Forest ponies).
A short period of therapy road-testing 125 two-stroke NSU foxes that usually seized forced me to
use my broken arm ahead of schedule. So we duly arrived in Douglas ready to do -battle with the
Nortons and BMWs. A pity o.h.c. engines were not banned; then we would have won !
Practice was anything but encouraging. A 72-tooth (yes : 72 from a Porcupine AJS) rear-wheel
sprocket proved necessary to keep the motor on the boil; a few more teeth and we could have
had caterpillar drive. I just managed to get on the practice leader-board before stripping the
motor for inspection. To everyone's surprise, we were the only G45 (others were solo) which
hadn't worn its cams. We were, also, the only bike running on Filtrate graphite oil—a moral
there perhaps.

Apart from a glorious exhaust note, nothing much happened during the actual race, until the
vibration progressively dismantled the out-fit. It was the duty of Ernie Allen to collect the parts
in order that we should qualify as a finisher.
We did, in fact, just squeak a replica, staggering over the finish line with the chair piled high
with exhausts, meggas, footrests, and so on. (Ever tried picking up freshly discarded exhaust
pipes during a TT ?)
One particular highlight that remains with me concerns the laborious climb to Graig-n-Ba
(Clypse Circuit.) It was just as we were running out of puff and a shift down to third was
becoming essential. Two BMW outfits shot by and shifted up, one passenger giving us the
thumbs-down sign at the same time (how I wished I
had the big twin). I did, in fact, meet that same pair
on the home circuits when riding the Vinny and
reversed the situation (including the thumb sign).
I flogged the bike on our return, to the late Bob
Anderson, who finished ninth on it in the Manx.
Obviously, its chair life hadn't spoilt its handling, as
I had already noticed, having galloped it myself solo
at Thruxton and at the Palace. But then, as a threewheeler man I had grown to accept awful handling,
and Bob had graduated from a Triumph. . . .
So 1954 was the year of excuses, really; my
weakened right arm being an excellent one. Hence
my thoughts of a racing three-wheeler and the resurrection of the Vincent three-wheeler, and its
one and only (abortive) race appearance at Snetterton.
With Gunga Din's engine fitted, I promptly clipped a second off my sidecar best time (could have
been an optimistic timekeeper); or perhaps because it was a little more civilised, it didn't appear
so quick.
With over 115 m.p.h. showing on the clock down the straight, the device's shape must have been
about right but handling was a different matter. A jelly on springs was a fairly accurate
description through the Esses. In fairness, it has to be said that the three-wheeler was not
designed originally as a racer.
Race day was hilarious. For spectators, not for us. The damn thing went on to one cylinder when
the
flag
dropped,
reducing
its
performance to half. We struggled around
the first bend, leapt out and lifted the
hinged tail hopefully to stick a plug lead
back, or similar. Unfortunately we were a
little too enthusiastic and the tail hinges
broke, resulting in the tail shooting clean
over the car on to the circuit, leaving the
remains looking like a duck with its tail
shot off (much to the amusement of the
onlookers). After a lightning check over
the motor, it appeared we had seized a
cam on its spindle, as we had no valves
functioning on the rear pot.

Nothing daunted, we resumed the race tailless and all, our maximum speed being such that we
didn't even have to shut off for the hair-pin. A friend said afterwards he thought how foolish it
was to have a road-sweeper going round the circuit during a race.
Not destined for the Guinness Book of Records, the Vincent three-wheeler was promptly retired
from racing and subsequent press reports were intercepted before reaching Phil Vincent's desk,
as he was totally unaware (I think) of our abortive attempt, being away on holiday at the time.
The same year I road-tested a production Black Lightning down the old North Road in the early
morning at around 150 m.p.h. Later it was to collect both the solo and sidecar world record
some 12,000 miles away in New Zealand, piloted by Bob Burns, at 184 m.p.h., unblown. Its
price was £500. Ridden by Burns and Wright in New Zealand on a 25-foot tram road, the bike
was in "as shipped" condition, plus a fairing. The last and fastest real motorcycle.
And 1954 saw the birth of a monoshock cantilever suspension system
on a solo motor-cycle with the
Vincent Series D.
Note that the
three-wheeler had this years before.
Development of the enclosed Series
D temporarily interrupted the
racing scene and resulted in some
hair-raising experiences. Ever tried
riding a 60 b.h.p., 450 lb, 115
m.p.h. scooter ?
Still Vic
Willoughby rode one to Scots
Corner for breakfast and back for
the London Show opening at 10
a.m., so our efforts had at least
made it rideable.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

At the 2019 VOC International, near Wagrain, Austria. 30oC and snow on the Alps – perfect!

A look back at 1953.

Insight into minor improvements and prices of the day.

Buy, Swap n’ Sell
If you have anything that you want to buy, swap or sell you can now do so, free of cost, in this section of OVR. All you need do is send
a email to the editor of OVR with the text of your advertisment. OVR will NOT be providing any editorial or corrections. Of course OVR
cannot accept any responsibility for anything to do with the items advertised – that’s a buyer/seller matter. Items will be listed in 2
consecutive editions of OVR.

For Sale: Modern gaskets for the Vincent.
The gasket materials, known as ‘AFM’ is a chemically blown,
compounded nitrile synthetic rubber, bonded to an aluminium core
with temperature resistance of over 250o F. AFM material does not
require gasket sealers or silicone bead. Re-torque is NOT required.)
These gaskets can be used many times over.
Post war Vincent twin gasket set includes:ET106, PD14, ET105, 2
each ET102, ET182/1, ET180l and 2 each ET181. US$58.00. Also ET
140 Clutch cover gasket available, US$15.28
Post war Comet and Meteor kit includes (pictured): ET 106, ET180,
ET182, ET181, PD14/1, and ET106. US$55.00
Pack and post is additional. All gaskets are .060”, ET106, is supplied
in .032”. (gaskets are available in.032” & .018” thickness). Contact
Paul Holdsworth of the
VOC Chicago section c/o phpeh@hotmail.com Located in Chicago IL,
USA.

For Sale:

Taps n Dies

¼” to ½” HSS BSF tap and die kit
made in EU, just the thing for your
Vincent, also available in BSC
(CYCLE THREAD) A$230. Contact
vindian1952@gmail.com

For Sale: Vincent Comet Flywheel Assembly
Comprised of original ET3 flywheels, a new Maughan’s caged needle roller crankpin assembly,
an original and polished ET6/2 conrod in superb condition and
unmarked mainshafts.
This flywheel assembly has been
dynamically balanced to 66% (to match an Omega piston) as per
Phil Irving’s recommendation using a Repco balancing machine
designed by the same Phil Irving. Sale is the result of upgrading
my Comet with Terry Prince performance items.
Seeking A$1,200 or GB£ 630 or US$ 840 or Euro 740 for the
complete Flywheel Assembly packed in a custom wooden crate.
Shipping additional.
Enquiries to Goodwin@pobox.com

Service Providers
The Service Providers listed have been used with a degree of satisfaction by OVR readers in the past. Just because they are listed
does not imply an endorsment of them by OVR. Service providers are not charged a fee for this service nor can service providers
themselves request that their information be included, though they may request that an entry refering to them be removed.

Spares:
V3 Products, Australia: (aka Neal Videan) has an extensive range of top quality Vincent Spares including
multiplate clutches for twins, oil leak eliminator kits, socket head tappet adjusters, paper element oil
filters and lots lots more. Ships worldwide. Email for a price list to nvidean@outlook.com
VOC Spares Company Ltd, UK: Full range of Vincent Spares. Ships Worldwide. Visit their web site for
more information http://www.vincentspares.co.uk.
Coventry Spares Ltd, USA: Fantastic service and deep product knowledge plus extensive range of
excelent Vincent Spares and tools.
Ships Worldwide.
See website for more information
http://www.thevincentparts.com
Conway Motors Ltd, UK: Anti-Sumping Valves, Multi-Plate clutch conversions for Comets plus an
extensive range of excelent Vincent Spares. Ships Worldwide. Email for more information steve@conwaymotors.co.uk
Fastline Spokes, based in Broadford, Victoria, can supply Australian made spokes for just about any
bike. Owner Bruce Lotherington manufactures spokes to order with a turn around time of less than 1
week. For more info see www.fastlinespokes.com.au or phone (+61) 0411 844 169
Union Jack Motorcycles, Australia: Full range of Triumph, Lucas, Amal and Venhill control cables.
Ships worldwide. More info at the website www.unionjack.com.au or phone +61 3 9499 6428
VSM, Holland: 2x2 leading shoe brake kits for Vincents; high quality 30mm wide 4 leading shoe system.
Email vspeet@vsmmetaal.nl for info.
François Grosset, France: Electric starter for Vincent Twin. Electronic ignitions for Vincent Single and
Twin supplied complete with drive gear. Email pontricoul@gmail.com for more info.

Modern, reusable gasket sets for Vincent twins and singles. If you actually
USE your Vincent you are mad not to have these. Contact Paul Holdsworth of the VOC Chicago
section c/o phpeh@hotmail.com Located in Chicago IL USA.
Cometic Gaskets:

Nuts n Bolts:
Classic Fastners, Australia: Their aim is to supply obsolete and hard to obtain fasteners for your
restoration project be it a professional or private venture. The print catalogue, available for download, lists
the current complete range. Ships Worldwide. http://www.classicfasteners.com.au/
Precision Shims Australia: All types of shims made to your requirements, ships worldwide. More info at
their web site www.precisionshims.com.au
V3 Products (see entry under Spares above) also stocks a large range of Vincent specific nuts n bolts.
Keables, Australia: The original nut n bolt specialists who are able to supply just about anything with
threads and bits to match such as taps n dies. Recently have relocated to 11 Braid St, West Footscray,
Vic. Ph 03 9321 6400. Web site www.keables.com.au

Restoration Services:
Steve Barnett, Australia. Master coachbuilder and fuel tank creater who does incrediable workmanship;
located in Harcourt, Victoria. Ph +61 3 5474 2864, email steviemoto@hotmail.com
Ken Phelps, Australia – Qualified aircraft engineer and builder and daily rider of Norvins for over 30
years, who has the skill and experience to carry out overhauls, rebuilds, general repairs and maintenance
to Vincent HRD motorcycles. Full machine shop facilities enabling complete engine and chassis
rebuilds, Painting, wiring, polishing, aluminium welding and wheel building. Ken Phelps Phone:
(61+) 0351760809 E-mail: ogrilp400@hotmail.com . Located in Traralgon, Victoria, Australia
Outer Cycles, Australia: Jim Browhly is a master craftsman who manufactures bespoke motorcycle
exhaust systems for classic bikes, no job is beyond his capability, so if you do need a new system that will
be made to your precise requirements, give Jim a call, telephone 03 9761 9217.
Grant White – Motor Trimmer, Australia: Specialising in Vintage and Classic Cars and Motorcycles.
Located in Viewbank, Victoria. ph 03 9458 3479 or email grantwhite11@bigpond.com
Ace Classics Australia is a Torquay Vic. based Restoration business specialising only in British Classic
and Vintage Motorcycles. Complementing this service, they provide in-house Vapour Blasting, Electrical
Repairs and Upgrades, Magneto and Dynamo Restoration plus Servicing and Repairs to all pre-1975
British Motorcycles. They are also the Australian Distributor and Stockist for Alton Generators and
Electric Starters. Phone on 0418350350; or email alan@aceclassiscs.com.au . Their Web page is
www.aceclassics.com.au
Terry Prince Classic Motorbikes, Australia: Specialises in development and manufacture of high
performance components for Vincent motor cycles. For more information visit the web site Click Here or
telephone +61 2 4568 2208

General Services :
Peter Scott Motorcycles, Australia: Top quality magneto and dynamo services, from simple repairs to
complete restorations plus a comphrensive range of associated spares. Provides hi-output coil rewinds
with a 5 year warranty.
For more info contact Peter on (02) 9624 1262 or email
qualmag@optusnet.com.au
Ringwood Speedometer Service, Australia: Experts in the repair and restoration of all motorcycle,
automotive and marine instruments. Smiths cronometric specialists. Telephone (03) 9874 2260
Dyson M/C Engineering, Australia: Wheel building, Crank rebuilds, Bead blasting, Rebores & Engine
Rebuilds and more. Located at 12 Chris Crt., Hillside, Victoria. Phone 0400 817 017
Piu Welding, Australia: Frank Piu is a master welding engineer who works with Aluminium as well as
steel. No job to small. Has been recommended by multiple OVR readers. Phone 03 9878 2337
MotorCycle Fairings, Australia: This crew are are total professionals when it comes to painting. Expert
service, quick turnaround and fair prices. http://www.melbournemotorcyclefairings.com.au/
Ph 03 9939 3344
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

